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Abstract: Despite intentions to the contrary, insights on pedagogically appropriate innovations with representative teachers in everyday school settings are severely limited. In part, this is because (design) research is often conducted at the bleeding edge of what is possible, exploring innovative uses of new technologies and/or emerging theories, while insufficient research and development work focuses on what is practical, today. This leaves a problematic gap between what could be useful research in theory, and what can be useful research in practice. This paper calls for (design) researchers to attend to factors that determine if and how innovations are understood, adopted and used by teachers and schools, and gives one example of how this was tackled in the domain of early literacy. Across ten studies, researchers collected data that helped shape an intervention that can be implemented by representative teachers, for diverse learners, in varied school settings.

Purpose

Educational (design) research strives to develop theoretical understanding that will ultimately improve the quality of teaching and learning. But even when research contributes to programs that are robustly designed and promising in specific settings, most prove difficult to scale up (cf. Penuel, Fishman, Cheng, & Sabelli, 2011). In part, this is because research is conducted at the bleeding edge of what is possible (i.e., exploring new technologies and/or emerging theories). There is no disputing that such work is greatly needed to seek out new ways to potentially enhance the quality of teaching and learning. However, in the excitement of exploring what is possible tomorrow, there is insufficient research and development work focusing on what is practical today. This leaves a problematic gap between what could be useful research in theory, and what can be useful research in practice. With the aim of generating ‘usable knowledge’ (cf. Lagemann, 2002) and creating innovations that truly serve teaching and learning in practice, this contribution calls for researchers to devote attention to not only fine-grained issues of pupil learning and instruction, but also to broader factors that determine if and how innovations are understood, adopted and used by teachers and schools. Allowing these issues to steer design is necessary to yield innovations that can feasibly be implemented outside of (often highly enabling) research and development trajectories. We argue for more research conducted from the perspective of actual implementation and provide an example of how this was accomplished across nearly a decade of design research related to early literacy.

Toward Relevant and Useful (Design) Research

Revisiting a Familiar Challenge

A hundred years ago, psychologists Hugo Musterburg and John Dewey called for a linking science that would connect theoretical and practical work. In the last 20 years, researchers in the field of curriculum have increasingly called for the development of theoretical understanding that can guide the design of educational innovation (van den Akker, 1999; Walker, 1992). At the same time, researchers in the learning sciences have emphasized the need for research to be situated in authentic contexts to understand learning as it naturally occurs and specifically, what that means for how we shape education (Bransford, Brown, & Cocksing, 2000; Brown, 1992). In addition, researchers have stressed the need for innovations to fit into the complex and diverse systems in which they are implemented (Hall & Hord, 2010). Doing so requires developing theories and models to underpin such innovations (Penuel, et al., 2011). Such work must be fed by research and development investigations that are tightly connected to practical realities such as dominant curricula; school cultures; high stakes assessments; interest and expertise of teachers (McKenney, Nieveen, & van den Akker, 2006). They must also be sufficiently problematized to focus efforts not on quasi-problems (e.g., “our teachers need ideas for how to use the iPads® we gave them”), but on problems that are urgent enough to warrant scientific investigation to yield solutions and/or theoretical understanding that can help solve them (McKenney & Reeves, 2012).

The Zone of Proximal Implementation (ZPI)

For research to be relevant and useful, it must reflect an understanding of practical realities and concerns of the domain studied. Studying the status quo of teaching, learning and settings, and designing innovations such that
they gradually bridge from the current situation to the desired situation, is essential to developing both the knowledge and the tools required to address real needs in today’s classrooms. This perspective has been referred to as the Zone of Proximal Implementation (ZPI; McKenney, 2011). Vygotsky’s concept of the zone of proximal development – the distance between what learners can accomplish independently and what they can accomplish through guidance or collaboration – has previously been applied to large scale reform (Rogan, 2007; Rogan & Grayson, 2003); school leadership (McGivney & Moynihan, 1972); and the mediation of educational partnerships (Oakes, Welner, Yonezawa, & Allen, 1998). Similarly, others have referred to the need to pursue certain innovation goals in stepwise fashion, gradually moving from the current situation toward what is desired (Sullivan, 2004). A similar basic concept is applied to the design of educational innovations; but rather than focusing on what can be achieved by learners, it focuses on what can be implemented by teachers and/or schools. The ZPI refers to the distance between what teachers and schools can implement independently and what they can implement through guidance or collaboration (McKенney, 2011). Designing for the ZPI means explicitly tailoring products and processes to fit the capabilities, opportunities and limitations present among teachers and in schools. It also means planning for implementation scaffolding (e.g., honoraria or researcher co-teaching) to fade away in a timely fashion, while simultaneously developing the ownership and expertise among practitioners that will engender the desire and ability to sustain innovation. This is done, in part, through responsive (and sometimes participatory) design, fed by insights concerning learners, practitioners and context.

### Implementation-prone Designs

In their book on conducting educational design research, McKenney and Reeves (2012) identify four characteristics of innovations that are prone to successful implementation, namely innovations that are value-added, clear, compatible and tolerant. During the inception, creation and testing of educational innovations at the ZPI, these characteristics may be considered criteria to be met. Value-added innovations offer something better than what is already in place. Similar to Rogers’ (Rogers, 2003) notion of the relative advantage, the potential benefits of value-added innovations visibly outweigh the investments required to yield them. Clear innovations enable participants to easily envision their involvement. Innovations may be clear through high levels of explicitness via a priori specifications of procedures and/or interactive mechanisms whereby developers and users co-define the innovation or elements thereof. Compatible innovations are congruent with existing values, cultures, practices and beliefs. They are innovative, but the innovations and/or their underlying assumptions do not violate or reject fundamental concerns and principles of those involved. Compatible innovations are also aligned with non-changeable aspects of the educational system, such as assessment frameworks or policies. Finally, tolerant innovations are those that “degrade gracefully” (cf. Walker, 2006) as opposed to yielding “lethal mutations” (cf. Brown & Campione, 1996) during the natural variation in enactment that inevitably comes along with differing contexts, resources, expertise, acceptance levels and so on. Tolerance refers to how precisely core components must be enacted for the innovation to be true to its goals, and how well an innovation withstands local adaptations.

The remainder of this contribution describes how a multi-year (design) research series of studies was conducted within the zone of proximal implementation. Attention is given to how data were collected pertaining to the characteristics described above. The innovation was PictoPal: a technology-supported intervention designed to foster the development of emergent reading and writing skills in four and five year old children. Two main strands of inquiry have been attached to the PictoPal endeavor: technology for early literacy; and the influential role of teachers designing the PictoPal materials.

### The PictoPal Studies

**Technology for Early Literacy**

Clay, (1966) emphasized that literacy begins long before school entry, calling this phenomenon emergent literacy. Underpinning this notion, which involves synergistic development of listening, speaking, reading, writing and viewing from birth, are several assertions which have been stressed by other experts as well. First, well-known theorists have long claimed that children play active roles in their own development (Bruner, 1983; Piaget, 1952; Piaget & Inhelder, 1969; Vygotsky, 1962). Clay’s position that children are active learners about print long before they can read or write is consistent with this view. Second, Macnamara (1972) argued that language learning is driven by and dependent on the capacity to understand and participate in social situations. This is well-aligned with Clay’s view that social interaction is the basis of emergent literacy.

The computer’s potential to promulgate discourse and thereby knowledge creation has been examined across various age ranges (McLoughlin & Oliver, 1998; Scardamalia, Bereiter, & Lamon, 1994). In terms of early childhood literacy, studies have shown that properly shaped collaborative use of the computer can contribute to pro-social behaviours, including: lively interactions, shared vocabularies, mutual enjoyment and spontaneous, active off-computer play (Brooker & Siraj-Blatchford, 2002; Van Scoter, 2008). In such ways, technology can serve as a catalyst for social interaction and contribute positively to fostering early literacy (Van Scoter, 2008).
Yet teachers struggle to integrate technology with their classroom cultures (Labbo et al., 2003; Olson, 2000). This situation is exacerbated by a lack of high-quality emergent literacy materials (de Jong & Bus, 2003; Segers & Verhoeven, 2002). Appropriate software for fostering literacy skills in young children should be created in such a way that the learner’s previous knowledge is taken into account, involve learners actively and encourage the use of language and the explorative nature and curiosity of young children (Brooker & Siraj-Blatchford; Plowman & Stephen, 2005). In addition, computer activities of young learners should be integrated with related classroom activities (Van Scoter, 2008) and embedded in appropriate pedagogical models for technology applications for young children (Plowman & Stephen, 2005).

The PictoPal studies examine how the computer can contribute to an understanding of the nature and function of written language. Doing so requires that attention be given to the relationship between spoken and written language and the purposes for which reading and writing are used. As in oral language learning, children’s concept formation regarding written language is driven by its use, in an environment rich with meaningful messages and functional print (Warash, Strong, & Donoho, 1999; Van Scoter, 2008). The main question shaping this strand of inquiry is “How can the technology-supported learning environment, PictoPal, contribute to helping kindergarteners understand the nature and function of written language?”

Teachers as Designers
Teacher involvement in the development of classroom curricula often fosters a sense of ownership, which increases the chances of actual curriculum use (Fullan, 2003). When teachers are supported during the design of innovative curricula, they can learn more about the innovation (Crow & Pounder, 2000), which also increases the chances of the implementation being successful. This is partly because teachers are then better informed, and able to visualize how curriculum enactment could look. Being able to ‘see’ a curriculum in action is an important factor considered by teachers as they weigh off the amount of effort they invest and the potential benefits of the innovative curriculum (cf. Doyle & Ponder, 1978).

Designing requires teacher time and effort, but also has the potential to improve implementation of an innovative curriculum. There are various ways to involve teachers in design and support that involvement. This strand of inquiry is concerned with answering the research question, “What forms and levels of involvement are feasible, and still yield the benefits of ownership, and understanding a new curriculum?”

Research approach
The Designed Intervention
PictoPal is an ICT-rich learning environment with two main components: (a) on-computer activities through which pre-readers use words, sound and images to construct written texts; and (b) off-computer activities that prompt children to ‘use’ their printed documents for authentic purposes. For example, children create grocery lists using the computer and then ‘shop’ for the items on the printed list in the ‘store’ corner of the kindergarten classroom. Alternatively, they prepare a weather forecast with the aid of the computer, and then ‘deliver’ the forecast to their class from the television corner (from inside a ‘television’ fashioned by the children from a large cardboard box). Figure 1 shows children, composing a recipe for vegetable soup (left) and then following the cooking instructions on their printed recipe (right). For more information about the PictoPal learning environment, please refer to McKenney and Voogt (2009).

The Methods Used
The PictoPal studies have been underway for nearly a decade. Evolving through five different prototypes, ten different studies have been completed relating to the two strands of inquiry described. Comprehensive portrayal
of the studies is therefore not possible here. Table 1 provides an overview of the studies including the prototype concerned, focus of the data collection in each study, methods used and the report reference for additional details.

Table 1: Research overview of focus and methods in the 10 studies to date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Prototype</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Reporting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher and child questionnaires</td>
<td>(S. McKenney &amp; Voogt, 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Site visits, field notes</td>
<td>(S. McKenney &amp; Voogt, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Document analysis</td>
<td>(S. McKenney &amp; Voogt, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre/post-test</td>
<td>(S. McKenney &amp; Voogt, in press)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>On-pc observation</td>
<td>(Cviko, McKenney, &amp; Voogt, 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher experiences</td>
<td>Cviko, McKenney Voogt, 2010)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Off-pc observation</td>
<td>Cviko, McKenney, Voogt, 2011)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Selected Results

Practical Innovation: How the Research Informed Intervention Design

Throughout the series of studies, data were collected that informed the design of both PictoPal and its accompanying supportive mechanisms (teacher guides, professional development workshops). In hindsight, it is clear that the data contributed to developing an intervention that was, as characterized earlier, value-added, clear, compatible and tolerant. Table 2 provides an overview of how the research helped to develop PictoPal within the zone of proximal implementation.

Table 2. Research methods used to feed design within the zone of proximal implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-design (needs/context analysis)</th>
<th>During development (prototyping and formative evaluation)</th>
<th>With stable design (used as means to study teacher design practices)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value-added (better than status quo)</td>
<td>Site visits to see learning practices and ask about problems, in the baseline situation</td>
<td>Pre/post-tests of pupil learning during use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear (participants can envision their involvement)</td>
<td>Teacher interviews to explore mindsets, habits and conventions within the classroom/school in the baseline situation</td>
<td>Teacher interviews to explore mindsets, habits and conventions within the classroom/school during use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatible</td>
<td>Teacher interviews and child</td>
<td>Field notes concerning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Relevant Theoretical Understanding: Insights on Developing Technology for Early Literacy

This decade of design studies has yielded multiple reports and different kinds of insights. The papers cited in Table 1 offer detailed descriptions of findings and the data supporting them. In this section, examples of theoretical understanding emerging from the PictoPal studies are given:

- Related to shaping technology for early literacy, several important understandings include:
  - Combining on- and off-computer activities can significantly influence children’s understanding of functional literacy.
  - Children engage in dialogue about their work on and off the computer with peers or adults, though the quality of the conversation differs.
  - Once the software has been mastered (about two turns), new elements can be introduced into the learning environment (e.g., contrary to initial hypotheses, there is no need to teach the image-based vocabulary).
  - Children can use PictoPal semi-independently; the limited guidance they need is best given by an adult, but can be handled by an older child (e.g. Grade 6).

- Related to understanding the influence of teachers as designers, several important understandings include:
  - Curricular ownership is positively related to the level of technology integration.
  - Kindergarten teachers tend to limit new initiatives in the classroom - even if they support them - until a safe, trusting, routine and predictable classroom climate has been firmly established.
  - Well-structured, even modest design involvement fosters curricular ownership, facilitating implementation.
  - Providing tailored support can build teacher understanding and endorsement of core ideas, while freedom and creativity should be encouraged to develop different manifestations of those core ideas.

Reflections

The PictoPal studies were carried out over nearly a decade. After an initial needs and context analysis, the evaluation of early prototypes could be characterized as proof-of-concept work, focusing especially on the soundness and feasibility of the envisioned intervention. Thereafter, additional prototypes were developed and iteratively tested. During this work, implementation concerns received particular attention. Once the design stabilized, a more extensive look was taken at issues that could potentially increase effectiveness. Earlier work thus fed the research on shaping technology for early literacy. After one study (Study D in Table 1) showed substantial learning gains using materials that had been created by teachers themselves, research turned more explicitly toward exploring teachers as designers, how ownership is created through the design process, and its resulting influences in technology integration. Pupil learning was still examined, but mostly in light of these processes.

The PictoPal intervention was designed to be usable in a wide range of schools, by different kinds of kindergarten teachers, with diverse groups of learners. It has also been tested under varying conditions. The fact that teachers in several schools have continued using PictoPal, even outside of the research activities and with no external support suggests that it did fall within their ZPI. This is likely due, in part, to being value-added, clear, compatible and tolerant. The research findings indicate that PictoPal grew to become value-added because, in addition to regularly resulting in significant pupil learning gains, teachers appreciated how it addressed a known and disconcerting gap between the existing language curriculum used in schools and the national interim targets for early literacy. Use of PictoPal became clear to teachers through their involvement in designing content, and through examples, passed along from previous teachers (e.g. through video), of how PictoPal came to life in the classroom. While PictoPal was extremely innovative, being joined by very few other technologies for early literacy that support the development of ‘discursive prowess’ (Lankshear and Knobel, 2003), it was also
designed to be compatible with existing values, cultures, beliefs and priorities that are shared by many kindergarten teachers, e.g. that children learn through play (dramatic play features frequently in the off-computer activities); or that children shape understanding about the world through first-hand experiences (using printed texts for authentic purposes). The studies also explored different scenarios that would help teachers orchestrate the implementation of PictoPal, especially providing guidance during on-computer activities (e.g. adding an agent to the software, peer tutors, adult guides) in ways that are compatible with the options available in representative settings. Finally, PictoPal grew tolerant over time. As the intervention matured, it became clear which features had to be adhered to more strictly to achieve pupil learning (e.g. duration of intervention; structure and layout of words in the software grid; and a gradual increase in difficulty level); and which ones could be tailored by teachers to their own preferences, themes or inspiration.

The need for researchers to seek understanding about where teachers and schools are, how they perceive the problem(s) to be addressed, and to frame innovations within a reachable distance, has been described in literature (e.g. Bielaczyc, 2006; Blumenfeld, 2000; McKenney & Voogt, in press). This paper further emphasizes the importance of explicitly collecting data that can inform both interventions and theoretical insights accordingly. It offers some examples of how that was accomplished in one case relating to technology for early literacy. Toward increasing the relevance and usefulness of educational (design) research, less examples are needed of what might be potentially possible, and more examples are needed of how to understand and design for what is realistically feasible: in the Zone of Proximal Implementation.
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